Wayfinding & Interpretation
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Summary
The Interpretive Master Plan (IMP) serves multiple

•

Enhanced appreciation for and public awareness of

functions. It gives the user background information on

the cultural, natural and historic significance of the

the William Bartram Scenic and Historic Highway and the

corridor

process by which the scenic highway was designated. It

•

Greater understanding of the need for conservation/

provides context for the interpretive story and process,

preservation efforts of natural resources, particularly

and why interpretation is important. Finally, the IMP is

the St. Johns River and surrounding tributaries

a reference manual providing direction on establishing

•

a consistent interpretive system; detailing sign locations,
sign design and sign content, as well as providing an

Enhanced appreciation for natural and recreational
opportunities to foster in these public resources

•

Greater education about the damaging effects of

overall vision for the visitor experience and the kinds of

unmanaged, unsustainable development, non-

details that should be recognized in any future interpretive

native invasive species, and untreated wastewater

opportunities.

runoff in natural water systems
•

Enhanced intellectual and emotional connection

A critical part of the Corridor Management Council and

between the public and the natural/cultural

the Scenic Highway mission is to foster awareness of the

heritage, thereby increasing respect and

cultural, historic, and natural significance of the corridor

appreciation for public lands

and its surrounding areas. This plan was developed to
help educate the public in a way that would encourage
appreciation for and increase understanding of the
scenic

highway’s

rich

heritage.

While

dedicated

efforts exist to educate a variety of audiences,
these efforts are not always coordinated or thoroughly
and consistently implemented; thereby, decreasing the
effectiveness of an interpretation system. The goals for
both this IMP and future interpretive signage include:
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What is Interpretation?
Interpretation is a communication process that forges

• A series of interpretive panels describing the unique

emotional and intellectual connections between the

aquatic species found in rivers that contain both fresh

interests of the audience and the meanings inherent in

and salt water

the resource (National Association of Interpretation).

• A kiosk that details different agricultural industries
important to Florida in the 17th century

The focus of interpretation is on education and
understanding, but done in a way as to entertain while

WHY is INTERPRETATION IMPORTANT?

educating and encouraging a sense of interest that will

Unlike

lead to further exploration and appreciation. Audiences

interpretation involves telling a story and bringing

can span all ages; interpretation can be instructor-driven,

meaning and interest to a subject for the enjoyment of

but is more typically experienced during times of leisure

the user. It is not just about presenting facts. Whether

along a trail, in a park, or in any public environment where

providing historic, scientific, or cultural information,

heritage resources exist. The goal of the interpretive

interpretive materials are meant to be entertaining and

system, whether it consists of just one sign panel or

fun for the user, presented in an easy-to-understand

an entire set of signs, kiosks and objects, is to not only

method. Education in this format is important for two

educate, but to provoke an interest in a subject, thereby

primary reasons: first, it responds to a much greater

promoting awareness and fostering a respect and sense

audience; and second, by engaging users in a thought-

of protection for the intrinsic resources that make a place

provoking and entertaining way, the hope is that the

unique.

user will in turn be more likely to sustain and protect the

textbooks

and

information

only

materials,

valuable resource which the interpretation is for.
Examples of interpretation might include:
• A display of traditional tools and methods used by
early botanists classifying plants native to Florida
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Background

Corridor History
Although the William Bartram Scenic and Historic

Julington Creek Bridge to the SR 13/SR 16 intersection

Archaeological

While documenting some of the earliest known recordings

Highway was designated as such in late 2005, it was

contains not only rich recreational, natural and scenic

studies have proven

of Florida’s traditional African American folk heritage,

many years earlier that the designation process began.

resources, but also embraces layers of historic importance,

prehistoric

Indians

Kennedy set about waging a fight against the KKK and

The project came about in 1997 as a grass roots effort

some of which date to prehistoric times.

settled

the

worked countless hours battling against discrimination,

area, and, much later,

all the while dually protecting the lakes, land and wildlife
surrounding him and others along the corridor.

by a team of dedicated citizens intent upon preserving

in

and enhancing the many intrinsic resources within their

William Bartram was America’s first native-born naturalist

other tribes of Indians

distinctive area. The scenic highway designation typically

and one of the first writers to depict nature through

e s t a b l i s h e d

provides a mechanism to protect important resources for

personal experience as well as scientific observation. His

settlements

the public’s enjoyment and to gain support for economic

on

the

With such legacies to

monumental journey through the southeastern United

banks of the St. Johns River paving the way for

foster and celebrate,

development and tourism. The eligibility process can be

States took him from the foothills of the Appalachians

developments by the Spanish as well. Bartram made

it is fitting that the

a complex task, requiring many hours of data gathering,

to the middle of Florida, and his subsequent literary

his epic journey into Florida in the late 1700s, at a

William

site analysis, and ultimately the documentation that the

documentation of the pristine, ‘Eden-like’ environments

time when Europeans were also beginning to discover

Scenic and Historic

roadway in question has one of the six intrinsic resources

he encountered fast became an American classic,

the exotic qualities of Florida and the ‘new world.’

Highway is a corridor

(historic, cultural, archaeological, recreational, natural

being described by some scholars as the “most

The plantation era of the late 18th to mid-19th century

supported

and scenic) and is worthy of receiving a scenic highway

astounding verbal artifact of the early republic.”

brought major agricultural diversity to the area, including

recognized by all who

designation.

Bartram’s written observations solidify his place as one

citrus groves and other fruit trees, indigo, cattle ranching,

live in the area. To the citizens who began the grass

of the great contributors to English literature, and his

ferneries, turpentine camps and timber harvesting. This

roots efforts to earn the designation, it is imperative that

Although State Road 13 was not built until about 1930, it

scientific discoveries are among the most important

magical land was also home to one of Florida’s most

the intrinsic resources of the corridor be protected and

runs alongside the sinuous St. Johns River, which William

of America’s contributions to the study of horticulture

influential and controversial authors, Stetson Kennedy.

preserved for present and future generations.

Bartram and other notable explorers and settlers used as a

and botany.

Bartram

and

waterway transportation
system. Named in honor

While the scenic highway pays homage to William

** All images appearing on this page are property of

of the botanist’s travels

Bartram specifically, the historic and cultural legacy of

the State Florida Archives and Florida Memory Project

in Florida, the 17.5 mile

the entire corridor is rich with stories of exploration,

stretch of SR 13 from the

agriculture, folklore, music and the fight for civil rights.
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Corridor Vision
INTERPRETATION HELPS to PROMOTE

unparalleled beauty of views to the St. Johns River. As a

As expressed in the Corridor Management Plan, the

the CORRIDOR VISION

visitor travels along the 17-mile stretch, beautiful live oak

vision for the corridor is shared by residents, developers,

canopies hang from the sky as vistas to the mighty river are

and government officials all working together to

The William Bartram Scenic and Historic Highway offers

afforded where breaks occur along the forested floodplain.

implement a meaningful approach to preserving the

an exceptional experience for all who choose to travel

Small communities tucked within the corridor have taken

feel of “Old Florida” while protecting the inherent

its meandering path. The corridor fosters a rich heritage

great pride in their heritage by preserving remnants of

natural resources that the corridor has survived on.

that spans centuries of archaeological, scenic, cultural,

citrus groves, architecture and sensitive agricultural

The goals for the highway and adjacent lands include

historic and recreational resources, as well as the

lands in the area.

an enhanced greenway system, where sensitive wildlife
habitat is preserved and uplands are protected for use as
recreational opportunities; enhanced rural conservation
efforts to maintain the authenticity of the agricultural
heritage; and multiple park improvements to encourage
greater awareness and better use by the community of
the cultural and recreational resources available to them.

So where does interpretation fit in? Before citizens
and visitors can appreciate the richness of the areas in
which they live and explore, they must be made aware
of these attributes in a relatable way. Interpretation tells
more than just the facts; it’s a communication tool that
helps connect people to their resources in a way that is
appropriate for how those resources are being used. By
informing users of the many significant natural, historic,
cultural and recreational aspects of the scenic highway, the
chances that these same users will take more involvement
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in protecting these resources increases greatly. For
interpretation to be successful, it must provoke a desire
to not only learn more about the corridor, but also to learn
and implement ways to take part in the overall corridor
vision, whether that involves steps at a personal level or
participation in a community group.

While there are multiple tasks needed to accomplish
the corridor vision, the overall goal is one of protection,
preservation and recognition. With the help of well-placed,
informative and thought-provoking interpretive signs, all
those that choose to explore the corridor can learn to
foster the rich legacy of the area, leaving the peace and
inherent beauty in place for generations to come.

Existing Educational Signage
Some of the parks along the Scenic Highway have kiosk
or bulletin board style signs. While the information
presented on the existing signs is significant, the
inclusion of a consistent interpretive sign system would
increase the effectiveness of these panels by taking the
information already presented and using a format that
may be more accessible.

There is a very informative board on display at Trout
Creek about the River Preservations System and cleaning
up the creek. While the information-packed panel is a
great learning resource, it is located inside the community
building, which is only accessible at certain times during
the week.

Historical markers are located at several places along
the corridor, but not necessarily in places that are easy to
walk to or access. One or two of these actually sit behind
guard rails.

The effectiveness of the educational opportunities along
the corridor could be enhanced with the creation of a
consistent design style.
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Project Content

The Interpretive Story
HOW VISITORS RELATE to

Like Bartram, visitors still have the chance to explore the

relationship

the CORRIDOR EXPERIENCE

many intrinsic qualities that the area has to offer with

and what story it holds from many years ago. Similar to

The interpretive story relates the experience of William

just as much opportunity to be surprised and delighted.

the discoveries that Bartram embraced, visitors can

Bartram and his discoveries to the experience of visitors

Within the 17 mile stretch of the corridor, evidence of

also explore the stories of the Native Americans, the

today and the many discoveries they can also make

cultural, natural, historic and archeological significance

agricultural heritage, or the ecological importance of the

Photo courtesy of State Library and Archives of Florida

exists, from prehistoric inhabitation by Native Americans

St. Johns River.

finding beauty in every plant he encountered and in

to the opulence of the steamboat era and the complexity

The story of William Bartram’s

every animal he saw. A friend to the Native Americans,

of a long agricultural heritage; there are a multitude of

travels through the southeastern

he learned much from them about the fish and other

stories interwoven into the fabric of this place.

United States is one of great

inhabitants of the river, as well as other wildlife prevalent

exploration

passionate

in the area. He met and engaged with other settlers of

The story of interpretation reflects the story of William

adventure. At a time in our

the land, some of the Europeans who had come to the

Bartram and how he gained knowledge and saw

HOW INTERPRETIVE SIGNS RELATE to

nation’s history when much

New World hoping to live off the rich and fertile banks of

beauty in all things as he moved from place to place.

EACH OTHER WITHIN the CORRIDOR

of the ‘New World’ had yet to be discovered, Bartram

the mighty St. Johns. During the course of eight or nine

As visitors travel the corridor today and in the future,

Overall unity within an interpretive sign system is

seized an opportunity to be one of the first to observe

months that Bartram explored the northeast portion of

the goal is to provide moments of interpretation that

important to the success and effectiveness of the system.

and document much of the flora and fauna prevalent

the state, it is easy to imagine how often he marveled

connect visitors to their surroundings; to provide a

Not only should the design of the signs be consistent,

in northeast Florida as part of an overall information

at the beauty and complexity of the landscape and

but the placement and theme of each sign should also

gathering mission for the British royalty.

Bartram’s

the environment that surrounded him. With increasing

tie into a broader approach to interpreting the corridor.

documentation, in the form of his literary masterpiece

enthusiasm, he set out day after day to uncover what

While each sign will relate to the specific aspects of the

‘Travels,’ became not only an inspiration to many of the

mysteries awaited him around each corner.

site where it is placed, the signs will also reflect the

traveling from site to site.

and

great naturalists that came after him, but also provided

between the land they stand on today

location of the visitor within the overall corridor and how

some of the most significant information about what

While the landscape and the environment along the

it relates to the trail that Bartram explored centuries

Florida looked like in the late 1700s. As he moved from

scenic corridor have changed greatly from the time that

ago.

spot to spot, whether traversing the St. Johns River or

Bartram walked there, the opportunities for discovery

trampling through the interior, he left no stone unturned,

have not.

Photo courtesy of State Library and Archives of Florida
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Users: Who and Why
Visitors to the William Bartram Scenic and Historic Highway
are motivated by many different interests. Exploring and
playing in the parks, enjoying the recreational and wildlife
benefits of the river, bicycling, picnicking and fishing are
just a few examples of activities that draw visitors to the
area. The natural, scenic and cultural qualities of the
highway lend themselves to recreational and pleasure
driving, which often leads to motorists pulling into parks
or other places that offer activities, exhibits or open
spaces to enjoy the various settings along the corridor.
Due to some of the other significant areas in this region
of Florida such as St. Augustine, Jacksonville to the north
and Orlando to the south, there is the potential that
people visiting those close proximity locations will use or
seek out the corridor.

For any and all of the reasons that visitors choose to
explore the scenic highway, it is important to establish
interesting, thought-provoking interpretive opportunities
that will engage people and encourage them to revisit
the corridor or share their experiences with others.
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Sign Topics and Details {LISTED BY HIGHWAY AREA}
Library Area
1. OVERVIEW OF SCENIC HIGHWAY

––

––

––

Beluthahatchee Area

2. WILLIAM BARTRAM AS A LITERARY INFLUENCE

––

First American naturalist to document the area

Florida Scenic Highways program is a grass

with such passion; his illustrious descriptions

roots effort to raise awareness and help protect

3.

ROOKERY

HOMESTEAD OF STETSON KENNEDY

––

Renowned author, folklorist and civil rights

Preserved wildlife habitat and vegetation serves

activist, Kennedy has been a major force

inspired poems by Coleridge and Wordsworth,

as a rookery and roosting place for more than 200

in preserving Florida’s cultural and natural

the state’s intrinsic resources (cultural, historic,

both writers during the Romantic Movement

species of birds, including bald eagles, ospreys,

heritage (worked with Zora Neale Hurston);

natural, etc.)

(For the Romantics, Bartram’s Travels stated

anhingas, heron species, ibis, egret species, wood

also instrumental in the WPA Florida Writer’s

Benefits of the designation include protection

all the principles of order—God, Man and

storks, grackle species, wood ducks, red winged

Project, and producing some of Florida’s early

and education of resources, promotion of

Imagination—that they also recognized as

blackbirds and many others, including myriad

documents on the African American heritage in

eco-tourism and economic development,

central. Bartram was an unconscious herald

migratory species

the area

encouragement of community interaction and

of the new ideas they were about to spread;

the potential to get extra funding to further the

throughout their careers they consciously

laurel and water oaks, longleaf pine, hickory,

and the more controversial The Klan Unmasked

Highway corridor vision

echoed his single book.)

sweet gum and bald cypress

and Jim Crow Guide

Notable American naturalist William Bartram

––

––

4.

––

His reverence for nature and his unique

––

Heavy canopy covers the area, including live,

Area is often used as an outdoor classroom

––

––

Wrote Palmetto Country, Southern Exposure,

‘Beluthahatchee’ is a Miccosukee word for ‘Dark

traveled through the area exploring,

surrealistic art influenced thinkers of the

setting for students at UNF and by the St. Johns

Water’, but the place was also described by

documenting and collecting specimens; he was

American Romantic Movement, most notably

Audubon Society for bird watching

Hurston as a mythical “Florida Shangri-la, where

one of the first to bring the beauty and “Eden-

Emerson and Thoreau

Federal and state fish hatcheries helped stock

all unpleasantness is forgiven and forgotten.”

like” qualities of Florida to the rest of the world

––

––

Travels was a literary contribution in and of itself

Lake Beluthahatchee with bluegill, speckled

in the late 18th century

perch, channel catfish, and black bass

––

Woody Guthrie, most known for his ballad ‘This
Land is Your Land,’ frequented Beluthahatchee,
writing more than 80 songs there and the final
draft of Seeds of Man

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION
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Switzerland Community Center
5.

WILLIAM BARTRAM BIOGRAPHY

––

Noted American naturalist, scientific training

Alpine Groves Area
––

––

He traveled through the southeast US, including
the area along the corridor, and bought 500

One of Florida’s first agricultural industries
began with Andslusian cattle

––

––

––

––

––

Learned from and befriended Indians in

John Harris was a collector, had a barn full

in the area

tourists to view his collections)

campsites bordering the river

––

The shed building contains remnant machinery

––

used for processing citrus fruit while the

Francis Phillip Fatio bought thousands of acres

land with orange groves

––

confirm that prehistoric and historic Indians lived

Florida Cracker Cattle roamed free for a time

information on how they lived during that time

early republic” (In addition to its contributions

plantation and orange groves

after the Spanish discovered Indian villages and

in the area, and Alpine Groves was part of that

and “the most astounding verbal artifact of the

Archaeological sites/surveys along the river

equipment (he would invite school children and

7. EUROPEAN INFLUENCE

––

––

Julington Creek, one of note was Aramasaca

the area, provided much of the premiere

Author of Travels (1791), “American classic,”

The house is a remnant of 19th century

NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE

of curious objects, including old farming

––

––

9.

Several Spanish ranches were set up near

acres to attempt a plantation (failed within a
year)

HISTORIC HOUSE AND BARN

––

6. COWS AND CROPS

and artistic talent made him invaluable as a
visual interpreter of nature

8.

Spanish mission site at Popo Point was settled

Timucuan were early presence, possibly Calusa
later

plantation was active
10.

STEAMBOAT HERITAGE

––

St. Johns River has been a major transportation

Indigo was grown, as well as fruit trees like olive,

waterway for hundreds of years and key to

fig and plum

economic growth and development

Turpentine camps and timber (naval stores)

––

to scientific knowledge, Travels is noted

Citrus and other crops/cargo transported to
Charleston and Savannah by steamer

for its original descriptions of the American

––

countryside)

Early 1830s, first steamboat to the area ‘George
Washington’ probably from Savannah

––

During the Civil War, steamers went from luxury
vessels to being used for military purposes
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Sign Topics and Details {LISTED BY HIGHWAY AREA}
Shands Pier Area
11. FRAGILE ECOLOGY OF THE ST. JOHNS RIVER

––

6th most endangered river in the US, as of 2008

––

––

12. AMERICAN HERITAGE RIVER

––

St. Johns is a brackish system, meaning it has

14. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ST. JOHNS RIVER

––

Ancient intracoastal lagoon system; as the sea

Federal program initiated by President Clinton

both salt water and fresh water (the two sources

level dropped, barrier islands prevented water

Rapid development has added to the sources

for rivers of historical, ecological, cultural and

of salt water are the Atlantic Ocean, at the

from flowing east to the Atlantic, and the water

of pollution, but the problem is exacerbated by

recreational significance to receive special

mouth of the river, and the ancient sea water

collected and slowly began to meander north

the subtle elevation change from headwaters to

attention, funding and protection

pockets in the Floridan Aquifer)

mouth of the river – only about 30 feet – which

––

St. Johns is one of only 14 rivers in the US

––

––

The longest river in Florida, 310 miles, and only

Salt water species include mullet, red fish,

30 feet of elevation change from headwaters
to mouth

means the river moves very slow and doesn’t

with the AHR designation, and the only one in

flounder, tarpon and sea trout; freshwater

have the power to flush out pollutants the way

Florida

species include largemouth bass, warmouth and

Designation enables further funding to keep the

bluegill

history – Welaka “River of Lakes” (Timucuan);

Only river in the US that saltwater stingrays can

Rio de Corrientes “River of Currents” (Spanish);

be found

Riviere du Mai “River of May” (French); San

American eel depends on raising young at

Mateo “Saint Matthew” (Spanish); Rio de San

certain places in the river

Juan, translated to St. Johns River (Catholic

other rivers do
––

13. SALT/FRESHWATER SPECIES

––

Underwater grasses are vital to the river and its

river’s water quality a top priority, to protect and

surrounding wildlife, providing food and habitat

enhance the intrinsic resources that are unique

––

for many species; grasses can only survive in

––

high quality water, making the need to clean up

––

and protect the river an imperative one

Five different documented names throughout

mission)
––

One of the few rivers that flows north

––

‘Black water system’ – water appears ‘black’ due
to the tannic acid that comes from the leaves
that fall into the water

––

River serves as a nursery for many aquatic
species

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION
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Trout Creek Area
15. OVERVIEW OF SCENIC HIGHWAY

17. RIVER SYSTEMS PRESERVATION

––

• (See previous sign under Library area)

Homer Smith Seafood Co. purchased land at
Trout Creek in mid-1980s and created a scallop
processing plant, bringing in scallops by the
truckload from coastal regions

16. LIMPKIN

––

––

––

––

The only member of its taxonomic family, notably

––

Company dumped waste and shells into the

adapted and curved bill perfect for eating apple

creek and surrounding areas, wreaking havoc on

snails

the habitat and ecosystems of the area

An indicator species, it survives almost primarily

––

River Systems Preservation was a grassroots

on apple snails, which can’t survive in poor

organization formed by residents who were

quality water, so harm to the river or creek

horrified over the detriment to the wildlife, the

means harm to the snail, which means harms to

disappearance of the limpkin, the foul odors

the limpkin

that permeated the area; they raised money to

Wailing cries are very distinct and often happen

file a lawsuit by holding bake sales, barbecues

when the territory is disturbed

and plant sales

Also unique because they have a variety of
nesting sites/habits

––

In 1986 the plant was shut down, and since
that time that limpkin has returned to the area,
meaning the efforts paid off
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Design Concepts and Inspiration

Style Guide
INSPIRATION:

COLORS:

LOGO TYPEFACES:

“Directional Green”

Heading 1:



Heading 2:

Perpetua titling

Pantone: 7483

Bickham Script Pro
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
123456789

“Bartram Green”
Pantone: 7498

WAYFINDING SIGN TYPEFACES:
Body Text:	Futura {Book}
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
12 3 4 5 67 8 9

“Bartram Brown”
Pantone: 7519

INTERPRETIVE SIGN TYPEFACES:
Special Text:

Perpetua {Regular, Italic}
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

“Bartram Cream”
Pantone: 7500

123456789
Body Text:	Avenir, {Book, Oblique}
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
123456789
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Sign Concept

Corridor Logo
A logo is a visual representation of everything that
embodies a place, an organization or other entity. Through
the use of text and graphics, a logo can help establish a
sense of identity and promote the idea that a visitor is
part of a special place. Within the William Bartram Scenic
and Historic Highway, multiple resources contribute to
the corridor’s identity, from the majestic canopy oaks and
peaceful St. Johns River to the parks, historic architecture
and bountiful recreational opportunities. Working in
concert with the Corridor Management Council, AECOM
created this logo to reflect the ‘Old Florida’ beauty of the
region and to help showcase the resources that make the
scenic highway an exceptional piece of Florida’s story.

Scenic Highway Logo
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William Bartram Scenic & Historic Highway - Wayfinding Sign Palette

William Bartram

Scenic & Historic Highway

Shands Pier
Visitor’s Center
Alpine Groves Park
Beluthahatchee

William Bartram

Primary Community Structure Concept

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION

William Bartram

MILE

8

Secondary Community Structure Concept

Vehicular Directional
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Interpretive Kiosk

Interpretive Kiosk (Alternate)

Trail Marker

William Bartram Scenic & Historic Highway - Supplemental Sign Palette
The most effective wayfinding system is one in which there is consistency throughout the entire system. To help achieve this goal, AECOM
has proposed this supplemental sign palette to replace certain existing
signs. Roadway signs that direct to a specific destination on the scenic
byway or community boundary signs that indicate that a visitor is within
the limits of a specific community are two sign types that could be updated so as to match the overall palette of wayfinding signs. These
supplemental signs would require the same FDOT review and approval
as those shown within the primary wayfinding palette.

William Bartram
Scenic & Historic Highway

Welcome to

St. Johns County

County Boundary Sign

William Bartram

William Bartram

Scenic & Historic Highway

Scenic & Historic Highway

Trout Creek

Fruit Cove

Community Boundary Sign

WI 24

Destination Sign
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Colors
Plan View

C-1

Black,
Pantone Process Black C 7725-22

C-2

White,
Pantone Process White 7725-10

C-3

Unfinished cedar

Custom artwork for glass tile
mosaic provided by client; do
not attempt to recreate using
design documents
C-1 (bolts and hardware)

C-3 Unfinished cedar
C-1 (frame)

C-2 (text)

Custom artwork for logo panel
provided by client; do not
attempt to recreate using
design documents

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Dimensions

Plan View

2’ - 7"

Glass mosaic panel
is 5’ x 7’

11’ - 5"

3’ - 0"

12’ - 6"
WI 26
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Materials
Painted surface
1” thick aluminum panel
with 1/4” recess for
glass tile mosaic logo
art

Plan View

Painted surface
1” thick aluminum panel
with 1/4” recess for
glass tile mosaic logo
art
6” x 6” cedar post
Hardware shown for
aesthetic purposes;
location for hardware
assembly determined
per sign fabricator

Glass tile mosaic
art panel

2” x 6” cedar plank

Cut coquina monument sign base
0.125” painted aluminum
logo panel

Foundation and required structural components
to be determined by fabricator

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Graphics

Plan View

Custom artwork for glass tile
mosaic provided by client; do
not attempt to recreate using
design documents

Custom artwork for logo panel
provided by client; do not
attempt to recreate using
design documents
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Colors
Plan View

Custom artwork for logo
panels; do not attempt to
recreate signs from this
graphic
C-1 (bolts and hardware)
C-3 Unfinished cedar

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION
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C-1

Black,
Pantone Process Black C 7725-22

C-2

White,
Pantone Process White 7725-10

C-3

Unfinished cedar

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Dimensions
Plan View

3’ - 0"
SQ.

5’ - 10"
10’ - 6"

9’ - 2"

6’ - 9"
WI 30
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Materials

Plan View

Cut coquina column

0.125” painted aluminum
logo panel mounted to column
with concealed and tamperproof
hardware
Phenolic resin logo
panel mounted between
unfinished 2” x 6” cedar planks

Unfinished 2” x 6” cedar planks;
hardware shown for design
intent only

Foundation and required structural components
to be determined by fabricator

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Graphics
Plan View

Custom artwork for logo
panels; do not attempt to
recreate signs from this
graphic
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

William Bartram

Scenic & Historic Highway

Shands Pier

Colors

C-2 (text)

Black,
Pantone Process Black C 7725-22

C-2

3M High Intensity Reflective film
White 3930

C-3

3M High Intensity Reflective film
White 3930 with overlay of
Avery Translucent Film,
Army Green A9676-T

C-3 (background)
C-2 (divider line and arrowform)

Visitor’s Center
Alpine Groves Park
Beluthahatchee

C-1 (posts and back of sign)

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION

C-1
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

6’-6"

Dimensions

William Bartram

Scenic & Historic Highway

Shands Pier

8’-0"

Visitor’s Center
Alpine Groves Park
Beluthahatchee

16'-0"

8’-0"
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

William Bartram

Scenic & Historic Highway

Sign face and copy:
3M Series Graphic Film

0.125” aluminum sign panel

Shands Pier

Visitor’s Center
Alpine Groves Park
Beluthahatchee
6” diam round posts, painted black
with break away base; foundation
and additional structural requirements
to be determined by structural engineer

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION
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Materials

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

6"

3"
6" cap height
3"

Graphics

6"

William Bartram

Font shown is included in the graphic
artwork of the sign panel; digital artwork
provided by Client

Scenic & Historic Highway

Shands Pier

Typeface: Futura Medium
6” cap height
6” arrowform

6" arrowform
2"

Visitor’s Center
Alpine Groves Park
Beluthahatchee

2"
6" cap height
4.5" between lines
6" cap height
4.5" between lines
6" cap height
3"
6” arrowform
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Colors
C-1

Black,
Pantone Process Black C 7725-22

C-2

White,
Pantone Process White 7725-10

C-3

Galvanized aluminum finish

C-4

Unfinished cedar

C-3 (galvanized metal roof)
C-4 (timber structure)

C-3 (galvanized metal roof)
C-4 (timber structure)

C-4 (timber structure)

Kiosk Front View

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION

Kiosk Side View
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Dimensions

8'-9"
3"

5'-10 "
1'-2"

3"

8'-3"

2'-6"

10'-0"
7'-6"

5'-4"

5'-0"

1'-7"

Kiosk Front View

Kiosk Side View
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Materials

Structure shown for aesthetic
intent; assembly hardware and
structural requirements to be
determined by structural
engineer/sign fabricator
5V crimp galvanized aluminum roof
Hardware shown for aesthetic
intent; assembly hardware and
structural requirements to be
determined by structural
engineer/sign fabricator

6” x 6” unfinished cedar support
beam; structural components
shown for design intent only

6” x 6” unfinished cedar post
2” x 6” unfinished cedar plank

6” x 6” unfinished cedar post

Optional 1-pocket exterior acrylic
pamphlet dispenser, 5.25” x 14”, fastened
with stainless fasteners
(Source: M. F. Blouin, 800-394-1632)

Optional 1-pocket exterior acrylic
pamphlet dispenser

1/2” phenolic resin interpretive panel,
mechanically fastened to cedar plank

2” x 6” unfinished cedar plank
1” gap between planks

Kiosk Front View

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION

Kiosk Side View
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Graphics

Digital artwork for all interpretive panels
to be provided by Client; do not attempt
to recreate artwork based on this drawing

Kiosk Front View
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FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
ystem NOT
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication

Colors

requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

C-1

Black,
Pantone Process Black C 7725-22

C-2

Unfinished cedar

ALT

storic Highway

ate for full size plans
cale discrepancies

GLIN

Unit Cost:

TBD

C-1 (edge of sign panel)

C-2 (posts)

Kiosk Alternate Front View

Kiosk Alternate Side View
Drawn By:

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator
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JMM
SP
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ETW

X

Contact:
Environmental Graphics/Wayfinding
Glatting Jackson
407-843-6552
120 N Orange Avenue
Orlando, Florida 32801

AG - 09

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Wayfinding System Sign Details

Dimensions

Interpretive Kiosk Sign
William Bartram Scenic & Historic Highway
GJ# 20669
Scale: 1/2” = 1’

Note: Drawing scale shown on plans is accurate for full size plans
only. Glatting Jackson is not responsible for scale discrepancies
caused by reduced size plans.

Sign Name:

Unit Cost:

Sign Name

TBD

Description:

2’-8”

13.0°
2'-10"

Kiosk Alternate Front View

Kiosk Alternate Side View
Drawn By:

GLATTING JACKSON KERCHER ANGLIN

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
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requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

JMM
SP
ETW

X

Contact:
Environmental Graphics/Wayfinding
Glatting Jackson
407-843-6552
120 N Orange Avenue
Orlando, Florida 32801

AG - 10
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Wayfinding System Sign Details

Materials

Interpretive Kiosk Sign

William Bartram Scenic & Historic Highway
GJ# 20669

cale: 1/2” = 1’

ote: Drawing scale shown on plans is accurate for full size plans
nly. Glatting Jackson is not responsible for scale discrepancies
aused by reduced size plans.

Sign Name:

Unit Cost:

Sign Name

TBD

Description:

Aluminum cap, bolted into phenolic resin
panel with tamperproof fasteners; tap cap
onto post and bolt into post with
tamperproof hardware
6” x 6” post

1” thick phenolic resin interpretive panel,
mechanically fastened to post with
tamperproof hardware
Assembly hardware, foundation and
structural requirements to be determined
by structural engineer/sign fabricator prior
to fabrication
4” x 4” unfinished cedar post

Kiosk Alternate Front View

Kiosk Alternate Side View

Drawn By:

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION

GLATTING JACKSON KERCHER ANGLIN

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabricationWI 43
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

JMM
SP
ETW

X

Contact:
Environmental Graphics/Wayfinding
Glatting Jackson
407-843-6552
120 N Orange Avenue
Orlando, Florida 32801

AG - 11

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Wayfinding System Sign Details

Graphics

Interpretive Kiosk Sign
William Bartram Scenic & Historic Highway
GJ# 20669
Scale: 1/2” = 1’

Note: Drawing scale shown on plans is accurate for full size plans
only. Glatting Jackson is not responsible for scale discrepancies
caused by reduced size plans.

Sign Name:

Unit Cost:

Sign Name

TBD

Description:

Digital artwork for all interpretive panels
to be provided by Client; do not attempt
to recreate artwork based on this drawing

Kiosk Alternate Front View
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY

Drawn By:
JMM

Contact:
Environmental Graphics/Wayfinding
Glatting Jackson

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Colors

C-2 (border)
C-2 (text)
C-3 (background)
C-1 (back of sign and returns)

MILE

C-4 (sign post)

8

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION
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C-1

Black,
Pantone Process Black C 7725-22

C-2

White,
Pantone Process White 7725-10

C-3

Army green
Pantone 7483-C

C-4

Unfinished cedar

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Dimensions

7"
4"
2 1/2"
9 1/2 "

MILE

8

4'-0"
3'-0"
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Materials

1/2” phenolic resin panel attached
with 3M VHB adhesive to aluminum
backerplate; mechanically fastened
to notched post

4” x 4” unfinished cedar post
with pyramid top; 1/2” notch to
accomodate sign panel
MILE

8

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION - DESIGN INTENT ONLY
Drawings shown for design intent; sign foundation and fabrication
requirements to be determined by structural engineer/fabricator

Graphics

1/2” white border

MILE

8

Futura Book font
2” cap height

Futura Book font
3” cap height

WI 48
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Interpretive Sign Face Examples

The Crying Bird

A home to those before us

“There inhabits the low shores and swamps of this river…a very curious bird, called by an

Imagine floating along the banks of the St. Johns River

Indian name – Ephouskya – which signifies in our language the ‘crying bird.’”

in a dugout canoe, silently drifting, watching as tree

— William Bartram, Travels

limbs hang over the dark water and the sounds of life
fill the air. This magical stretch of water has supported
life for many thousands of years, and though you must
sometimes look hard to find evidence, archaeological

Screaming, mournful cries can be heard

surveys in this area have proven that Native Americans

from one of Florida’s most curious birds,

lived here as early as 2000 B.C.

the limpkin. Similar in appearance to a
heron or ibis, the limpkin has brown feathers
flecked with white spots, and a long, curved bill that it uses
to feed on apple snails almost exclusively. The limpkin lives
in the shallows and along the shores of rivers, creeks and

Shell middens, pottery shards and stone and bone tools
The apple snail is an indicator species, which
is an organism that indicates the presence of
certain environmental conditions. Because
apple snails require high water quality to
survive, the presence of the snail may be
seen as a positive sign that the restoration
efforts in the area are working well.

have been excavated from multiple sites along the river,
forming a picture of how
Native Americans lived

lakes, and often will nest in a variety of sites, from floating
vegetation to tree limbs many feet above the ground. The

Pottery Shards

off the land and used
the bountiful natural

L O C AT I O N M A P

bird is the only member of the taxonomic family Aramidae,

L O C AT I O N M A P

resources here to survive

and it actually prefers walking or running to flying.

Majorica Shards

and thrive.

YOU
ARE
HERE

YOU
ARE
HERE

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION

This image represents what a Timucua village may have looked like, with circular huts that had thatched
roofs. It is believed that the Eastern Timucua lived extensively in areas along this portion of the St. Johns
River during the 16th and 17th centuries.
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Sign Plan
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E1 - Fruit Cove boundary

E2 - WBSH Regulatory marker

E3 - FL Scenic Highway logo sign

E4 - Directional for library

E5 - Vehicular directional sign

E6 - Directional for RiverTown Park

E7 - Regulatory ‘To St. Augustine’

E8 - Regulatory ‘To Shands Pier’

E9 - Regulatory ‘To Green Cove Springs’

E10 - Directional for Trout Creek

E11 - Regulatory ‘To St. Augustine’

E12 - To St. Augustine

E13 - Regulatory mileage to city sign

E14 - Orangedale boundary

E15 - Directional/guide sign for boat ramp

E16 - Directional for Trout Creek

E17 - Regulatory ‘To Green Cove Springs’

E18 - Regulatory mileage to city sign

E19 - Regulatory ‘To St. Augustine’

E20 - Regulatory mileage to city sign

E21 - St. Johns boundary

E22 - Directional for RiverTown Park

E23 - Directional for RiverTown Park

E24 - Vehicular directional sign

E25 - Fruit Cove boundary

E26 - Directional for library

WAYFINDING & INTERPRETATION
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I-3

I-4

I-1 I-2
V-4

V-2
V-3

J

U
L

I

V-1

N

G-1

G

T
O
N

C

R

E

E

K
I-19

I-6

I-9

I-8
I-10

MAP LEGEND
Major
Community Structure (G-1)
Minor
Community Structure (G-2)

7’ Aggregate Pathway
with Bike Lanes

Development of
Regional Impact

Multi Use Path Per Rivertown PUD

Public Lands

Interpretive Signs (I-1)

5’ Sidewalk with Bike Lanes

Existing Historic Markers
Vehicular Directional (V-1)
Signage

5’ Sidewalk
Proposed 5’ Sidewalk
Pedestrian Trail
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I-7

SWITZERLAND POINT
MIDDLE SCHOOL

Rivertown Fields

I-19
I-18

KEY MAP

I-6

I-9

I-8

I-7

I-10

V-7
G-2
V-6
V-5
(RELOCATED TO
OPPOSITE SIDE)

.
T
S

S
J O H N

E
V
R I

R

SCALE IN FEET
0
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1500

NORTH

16A

V-9
V-10
G-2
I-12
Rivertown
Park

V-8

V-12
I-14

I-11

I-13
V-15

S T
.

J O H N S

16

V-11

R I V
E R

MAP LEGEND
Major
Community Structure (G-1)
Minor
Community Structure (G-2)

7’ Aggregate Pathway
with Bike Lanes

Development of
Regional Impact

Multi Use Path Per Rivertown PUD

Public Lands

Interpretive Signs (I-1)

5’ Sidewalk with Bike Lanes

Existing Historic Markers
Vehicular Directional (V-1)
Signage

5’ Sidewalk
Proposed 5’ Sidewalk
Pedestrian Trail
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V-14
V-14

I-17
I-16

I-16

I-15

I-17

V-13
V-13

G-1
G-1

I-15

KEY MAP
KEY MAP

SCALE IN FEET

SCALE
IN FEET
0
0
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1500

1500

NORTH

NORTH
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Interpretive Sign Face Layout

a journey to remember. . .

a natural writer
this highway. Experience the native habitat and wildlife refuge

“I am continually impelled by a restless spirit of curiosity in pursuit of new productions of nature, my chief happiness

at Beluthahatchee, enjoy picturesque views of the St. Johns

consists in tracing and admiring the infinite power, majesty, and perfection of the great almighty Creator, and in the

from secluded spots within Alpine Groves Park, which is part

contemplation, that through divine aid and permission, I might be instrumental in discovering, and introducing into

of the Great Florida Birding Trail. Learn about how the river

my native country, some original productions of nature, which might become useful to society.”

was formed over many hundreds of years and what types of

– William Bartram, Travels

creatures make the dark waters their home as you walk along
Shands Pier, and dip your canoe into the serene Trout Creek

While Thoreau and Emerson often are credited with

while you listen for the distinct cries of the limpkin. Whether

introducing the Romantic Movement in American

by water or on land, there are special discoveries to be made
Governor’s Oaks

A Florida Scenic Highway is more than just a pretty place to

literature, scholars now suggest that it was William

along each twist and turn of the William Bartram Scenic and

Bartram that set the standard for American nature writing

Historic Highway!

in the Romantic style, with his passionate descriptions

drive! The 17-mile Scenic Highway you are on is named in

and great attention to detail. He was the first author in

honor of American-born naturalist, writer and botanist William

more modern times to portray nature through personal

Little Green Bittern

experience, as well as scientific observation. In addition

Bartram, whose travels led him to this area in the late 1700s.

L O C AT I O N M A P

of the first known reports of the beauty of ‘Old Florida.’
St.
The

s Rive
John

Pier
ands
r at Sh

Field of Liatru

depicted plants and animals in their natural settings.

s along S.R. 13

His writings inspired many notable authors including

The Scenic Highways program is all about celebrating existing

L O C AT I O N M A P

to his enthusiastic writing style, Bartram’s rich illustrations

Bartram’s discoveries and descriptive writing provided some

Mico Chlucco, Creek Chief

Henry David Thoreau, Ralph Waldo Emerson, William

YOU
ARE
HERE

YOU
ARE
HERE

Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge and Sierra Club

resources; following the legacy of exploration left behind by
Bartram, there are many significant things to see and do along

Travels, by William Bartram, 1791

founder John Muir.

Water Lettuce

e Groves
estead at Alpin
Historic Hom
Beluthahatch
ee

These images showcase Bartram’s fine artistic talents; originals are housed at the Natural History Museum, London.

I-1

I-2
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Interpretive Sign Face Layout

a hero among men. . .
Wildlife sanctuary… living museum… literary landmark… each

in the legendary history of

of these describes Beluthahatchee, so named by Jacksonville-

Beluthahatchee is renowned

born author/activist Stetson Kennedy, who influenced history

folk singer Woody Guthrie,

by fighting for human rights and pushing for “total equality.”

best known for his ballad This

Kennedy acquired these 50 acres from his family, added 20

Land is Your Land. Guthrie

acres and subdivided the land to preserve the natural terrain

befriended

and to protect the land, in perpetuity, as a wildlife refuge.

reading Palmetto Country and

Stetson

after

became a frequent house guest;
Stetson Kennedy directed folklore research for the WPA

it was during his stay at Beluthahatchee that Guthrie wrote

Florida Writer’s Project in the 1930s and published his first

over 80 songs as well as the final draft of his autobiography,

book, Palmetto Country, at age 25. Working with noted

Seeds of Man.

author

and

anthropologist

Zora Neale Hurston, he was
instrumental in cataloging vast
amounts of Florida folk materials

L O C AT I O N M A P

L O C AT I O N M A P

and was one of the first to record
African-American

spirituals

sung at turpentine camps
and mission diners. Included

YOU
ARE
HERE

I-3
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I-4
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Interpretive Sign Face Layout

a man on a mission

Cows and Crops

“A scientific observer with an imaginative

Before there were oranges in Florida, there were cows! Florida’s

eventually came to be known as Florida Cracker Cattle, after the

pen,” words that describe American

agricultural history actually begins with Andalusian cattle,

Cracker Cowboys whose whips made a sharp cracking noise.

naturalist, writer and botanist

brought to the state by Spanish settlers as early as the 1500s.

William

in

Several ranches were established along the St. Johns River,

In addition to raising cattle, early settlers also grew prolific

Philadelphia in 1739. Bartram’s

Bartram,

including one identified as Aramasaca, located close to

crops of citrus, grapes, olives, other fruit and nut trees, indigo

monumental journey through

Julington Creek. After the British took power, many of these

and corn; several thousand acres of land along this corridor

the

cattle were left to roam free in the natural hammock and

were once planted in pine to provide resources for naval stores.

southeastern

born

United

States included Florida lands
within this scenic corridor.
For many months he explored
the area collecting specimens,
writing descriptions and illustrating
hundreds of plants and animals. His
book Travels, which was officially published
in 1791, is still considered one of the greatest books of American natural history,
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written with passionate descriptions and vivid illustrations. It remains a significant
piece of literature and one of the most thorough resources for learning about the
character of ‘Old Florida’ in the late 1700s.

These images represent just two of the many artful
illustrations done by William Bartram as he travelled
through eastern Florida in the late 1700s.
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European Influence

A RICH HISTORY PRESERVED

Roughly 100 years after the early Spanish settlements, Swiss-born pioneer

Alpine Groves was originally part of a ten-thousand-

residence until 1899 when Robert Ellis Booker and

Francis Philip Fatio Sr. was one of the first to recognize the agricultural

acre land grant obtained by Francis Fatio, a Swiss

his wife Julia McChurch bought the property and

potential of Florida’s soils when he moved his family to Florida around

immigrant, during the Second Spanish period (1783-

named it Alpine Groves. The Bookers began intensive

1821). Much of the original land grant was divided into

agricultural production on the property and owned it

smaller parcels after the American territorial period,

for over three decades before selling it to John and

and the Alpine Groves property was included in a 175

Ruth Harris in 1937.

1771. The scenic highway travels through a 7.5-mile portion of Fatio’s
plantation, from close to Julington Creek down to the area north of
During renovation

Orangedale. This plantation included thousands of orange trees,

acre parcel purchased by J.W. Black in 1859.

as well as grapes, olives, figs, pomegranates, and filberts. Fatio

The farmhouse and its 54.5 acres of land that are

was also instrumental in planting pine forests for the production

The farmhouse standing today was built in 1886 by

now Alpine Groves Park were purchased by St. Johns

of naval stores and timber supplies, and turpentine camps were

Robert Willis as a seasonal home. Seasonal homes

County in 2000, and the farmhouse restoration was

prevalent in the corridor area as recently as the 1940s.

and their associated orange groves were popular

completed in 2008.

investments in this region following the Seminole and

and orange packing shed remain in testament to the

Civil Wars. This farmhouse did not become a permanent

importance of citrus farming in the area.

During

one

of

William

Bartram’s trips down the St.

A MODIFIED I-HOUSE

1910’s House

architecture in northern Florida during the late

spent time with a “very civil gentleman”

1800s. It is generally a narrow two-story house
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with a central hall and staircase that divides

Francis Philip Fatio, Jr. was
born in Switzerland in 1724

the interior spaces on both floors into rooms of
roughly equal size. I-houses typically have a one-

Concrete sidewalk added

story porch with a hip or shed roof, and double-

Fatio’s garden had a “a greater variety

Steps added over existing brick pier
Sink ca
1940’s

Kitchen Porch
Kitchen Porch

hung sash windows in symmetrical placement.

DOWN

than any other in the Colony.”

Fireplaces and chimneys are usually installed on
within a rear cross-gable extension raising one
or two stories. They characteristically have a

St. Johns River. The original house has gone
through a number of renovations and additions
since its construction in 1886.
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Roof and wall framing
Addition

Carport added
Bed Room #3
Upstairs Room
(open)

Living Room

Dining Room

Sink ca 1940’s
Bed Room #3

Partitions added
at time of addition

Living Room

Dining Room
UP

UP

Living Room

Front Porch

Evidence of past
stair opening

Bed Room #2

DOWN

Bed Room #1

Paneling is different
from other rooms

UP

Bed Room #2

DOWN

Bed Room #1

UP
DOWN

DOWN

Unpainted strip of siding,
evidence of past porch ledger

1st Floor Plan

2nd Floor Plan

1st Floor Plan

symmetrical façade with the longer profile
parallel to a significant feature, in this case the

Bath

Kitchen

DOWN

Kitchen

the gable ends, and kitchens are often contained
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Screen
Porch

Kitchen

Kitchen Porch
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1940’s House

The “I-house” was a popular style of vernacular

John’s River, it is believed that he

assumed to be Fatio, remarking that

Original 1880’s House

The farmhouse, horse barn,

The illustrations in this timeline, provided on behalf of
Robert White, of R. G. White Construction, Inc., depict
what this historic home may have looked like at different
stages of renovation throughout the 1900s.

2nd Floor Plan

1st Floor Plan

2nd Floor Plan
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A home to those before us

A River of Opportunity

Imagine floating along the banks of the St. Johns River

“How still and smooth the water, not like a liquid at all, but like some highly burnished metal,

in a dugout canoe, silently drifting, watching as tree

reflecting the gorgeous sky above, and every branch and shred of moss that leans over it!” —

limbs hang over the dark water and the sounds of life

Excerpt from a letter written by a passenger aboard a steamboat traversing

fill the air. This magical stretch of water has supported

the St. Johns in 1853

life for many thousands of years, and though you must
sometimes look hard to find evidence, archaeological
surveys in this area have proven that Native Americans

Travel by land in Florida in the 1800s was challenging on narrow paths through swampland

lived here as early as 2000 B.C.

and dense forest. The state’s crisscrossing waterways became the safest and most effective
routes of transportation and played a significant role in the early settlement of Florida. As

Shell middens, pottery shards and stone and bone tools
have been excavated from multiple sites along the river,

steam began to be used for propulsion in the early 1800s, steamboats started to replace

This image represents what a Timucua village may have looked like, with circular huts that had thatched
roofs. It is believed that the Eastern Timucua lived extensively in areas along this portion of the St. Johns
River during the 16th and 17th centuries.

other sailing vessels in the transport of cargo goods and eventually passengers. The first

forming a picture of how
Native Americans lived

steamboat to visit Florida was the George Washington, which reached Jacksonville from
Pottery Shards

Savannah, Georgia, in May of 1829.

off the land and used
the bountiful natural
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According to the US Census of 1880, the St. Johns River supported the largest fleet of

resources here to survive

steam vessels carrying passengers and freight south of the Hudson River in New York;

Majorica Shards

and thrive.

several points along the river in this corridor became centers of activity as plantations
obtained outside supplies and farmers shipped produce to market via steamboat.
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Photos and early postcards depicting examples of the steamboats found on the St. Johns River
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What Lies Beneath

River of Pride

It’s easy to see the beauty of wildlife diversity above the

and salt water, grasses supply nutrients and habitat for fish,

“From its marsh beginnings in East-Central Florida to its estuarine water

water. But few people realize the importance of the vast and

manatees, and other wildlife. The plants also cleanse pollutants

at the Georgia border, the St. Johns River is a striking example of waterway

life-sustaining ecosystem that lies beneath the water and on

from the water and provide surfaces for organisms such as

diversity.” –St. Johns River Water Management District

the river bottom. Life in nearly all waterways depends on the

insects, algae and snails, to hold on to. Underwater plants

vitality of underwater grasses, and the health of those grasses

add dissolved oxygen to the water, enabling aquatic animals

As the only river in the state of Florida to be designated an

is greatly influenced by the quality of the water they exist in.

to breathe, and the roots from the vegetation help stabilize

American Heritage River, the St. Johns easily earns its place among

the river bottom and prevent erosion.

the elite as one of fourteen rivers in the country with the unique

Underwater plants here in the St. Johns River provide food

distinction. Created by an executive order issued by President

for some animals, and a place to raise young for others. The

Without aquatic plants, the St. Johns River would not support

Clinton in 1997, the AHR Initiative exists to assist river communities

grasses are a critical part of the water world. In both fresh

the wide diversity of wildlife that it does today!

in three important ways: protection of natural resources, historic
and cultural preservation, and increased economic renewal. Rivers
are designated by the US EPA based on several criteria including
the intrinsic natural, recreational, economic, agricultural, scenic or

Water Naiad
Eelgrass

historic resources of the river.
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Other rivers in the US with the AHR designation include the
Hudson (NY), Lower Mississippi (LA, TN), Cuyahoga (OH) and the
Rio Grande (TX).
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Widgeon Grass
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black water, keep on rolling…

a truly lazy river. . .

The St. Johns River, a black water system, gets its dark golden-tea color from

At 310 miles, the St. Johns River is

and many barrier islands close to the coast

the tannic acid released into the water from decaying leaves and tree bark.

the longest river in Florida. It is as

of the Atlantic prevented water from flowing

The river is also considered brackish, which means it has both salt and fresh

unique as it is long, flowing from

east to the ocean. Eventually enough water

water. The presence of salt in the water, which comes from both the Atlantic

south to north – one of the only

collected in these flat areas and began flowing

Ocean and from deep seawater pockets in the Floridan Aquifer, provides

rivers in the world to do so. The

north to what is now the mouth of the river,

a unique ecosystem that can sustain a broad range of wildlife. In addition

slight change in elevation from

in Jacksonville, where fresh river water meets

to freshwater species such as largemouth bass, bluegill and catfish, the St.

beginning to end also makes the

the ocean.

Johns River is also home to saltwater fish species including mullet, red fish,

St. Johns one of the “laziest,” or

flounder, tarpon and sea trout. It is also the only river in the United States

slowest moving rivers. The river

where Atlantic stingrays (Dasyatis sabina) can be found. Two other species

was formed thousands of years

of note include the American eel, which live in parts of the river but go to the

ago when sea levels dropped

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
Since the time humans began to explore and
inhabit the river and its banks, the St. Johns has
been called by many names. The Timucuan Indians

ocean to spawn, and the occasional sighting of bull and tiger sharks as far upriver

called it Welaka, or River of Lakes. In the early 1500s

as Lake George.

Spanish settlers called it Rio de Corrientes, River
of Currents, and decades later when the French
seized the area, the river took the name Riviere de
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Mai, to mark May 1st as the day they landed there.
Towards the end of the 16th century, again under
Spanish rule, the river was the San Mateo, to honor
the feast day of Saint Matthew. Later still, the river
was renamed Rio de San Juan, after a mission that
was established close to the mouth named San Juan
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del Puerto, and the English translation as St. Johns
River has remained through present times.
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The Crying Bird

Something Smells Fishy

“There inhabits the low shores and swamps of this river…a very curious bird, called by an

The beauty surrounding you here wasn’t always so sweet due to a scallop processing

Indian name – Ephouskya – which signifies in our language the ‘crying bird.’”

plant that once occupied this site. In the early 1980s, the Homer Smith Seafood Company

— William Bartram, Travels

had scallops brought in by the truckload to be processed for sale; the scallop remains
were flushed out into the creek and eventually into the river. Not only did the foul odor
affect everyone within miles, fish kills became regular occurrences, and the pollution from
the plant was wreaking havoc on the ecosystem of the river and its tributaries. Led by

Screaming, mournful cries can be heard

Orangedale residents determined to make a change, the River Systems Preservation was

from one of Florida’s most curious birds,

a grassroots group formed to fight against the unhealthy and environmentally harmful

the limpkin. Similar in appearance to a

practices of the seafood company. Approximately 80 citizens banded together holding

heron or ibis, the limpkin has brown feathers
flecked with white spots, and a long, curved bill that it uses
to feed on apple snails almost exclusively. The limpkin lives
in the shallows and along the shores of rivers, creeks and

bake sales, barbecues and plant sales to raise funds for attorney and legal fees. Between
The apple snail is an indicator species, which
is an organism that indicates the presence of
certain environmental conditions. Because
apple snails require high water quality to
survive, the presence of the snail may be
seen as a positive sign that the restoration
efforts in the area are working well.

1985 and 1990, suits were filed with the state, the plant was shut down, and the land was
turned over to the county to be used as a positive public resource. The last decade has
seen great improvements and

lakes, and often will nest in a variety of sites, from floating
vegetation to tree limbs many feet above the ground. The

restoration to the creek and its
surrounding ecosystems.
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bird is the only member of the taxonomic family Aramidae,
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and it actually prefers walking or running to flying.
The menhaden is a small fish that plays a huge
role in the marine ecosystem by providing a food
source for many larger fish and other wildlife; in
the 1980s, tens of thousands of these fish were
killed here in this water as a result of the waste
being dumped into the river.
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a natural pair
Besides dotting the landscape with a rainbow of color here in Alpine Groves, the wide variety of
wildﬂowers growing provides refuge and nutrients for many species of butterﬂies. At different

Zebra Longwing

stages of their life, butterﬂies require different kinds of ﬂowers to ensure their nutrition is
well-rounded. For example, the larval, or caterpillar phase of the gulf fritillary butterﬂy feeds
exclusively on the purple passionﬂower, while into the adult phase the butterﬂy enjoys the nectar
of lantana and shepherd’s needles. Look around at the collection
Gulf Fritillary

of wildﬂowers thriving here, including black-eyed susan, blanket

Giant Swallowtail

ﬂower, and mistﬂower and see how many different butterﬂies
A brick well was found just west of this barn. This well
was dug to provide water for the horses as well as the
citrus crop.

you can observe ﬂuttering about! The most prominent

Before tractors were invented, farmers used horse and mule drawn plows
to clear the land and assist in ﬁeldwork.

species are zebra longwing, gulf fritillary, monarch, giant
swallowtail and long-tailed skipper.

Farms like Alpine Groves needed a variety of outbuildings to
support farming operations. The barn in front of you is the only
remaining structure set apart from the main complex that has
Long-tailed Skipper

survived. It was built with stables to shelter the horses and

Blanket Flower
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Purple Passionﬂower

/ 2 & $7 , 2 1  0 $ 3

mules that were essential to farming. In addition to providing

Black-eyed Susan

Photo
taken
by

transportation, they cleared the land, plowed the ﬁelds,

Monarch

and pulled carts loaded with crops like oranges to the barns
or to market. Although St. Johns County rebuilt the barn in
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2005, most of the original structural elements and materials
were preserved.

Scarlet Milkweed

Photo taken by

Steph
en Mo
nroe

Howard Putnal

The horses in these photos are examples of
Florida Cracker Horses. The Cracker Horse
ancestry can be traced back to horses brought
over from Spain in the 1500s. Over time, the
Cracker Horses conditioned themselves to the
Florida environment and became important
resources for farming and herding cattle.
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Photo taken

by Stephen

Monroe

Mistﬂower
Special thanks to James Levy, Executive Director, Florida Cracker Horse Association,
for providing information regarding the history of the Florida Cracker Horse.

Shepherd’s Needles
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